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Introduction

Evangelical Christians from various perspectives have wrestled with how the New Testament (NT) relates to the Old, and, more specifically, how the new covenant relates to the prior biblical covenants. Should the relationship primarily be cast in terms of continuity, such that the nature and structure of the new covenant are in essential continuity with the nature and structure of previous covenants? Or should the relationship primarily be understood in terms of discontinuity, such that the newness of the new covenant is emphasized? No doubt, such themes of continuity and discontinuity are located along a spectrum, but different points along the spectrum delineate some of the key differences among theological systems today. To put it simply, one’s view of how the new covenant relates to the old will determine in large part what theological system is embraced.1
In order to be faithful to Scripture, we must pay close attention to the contours and nuances of the text itself. It is easy to overemphasize biblical continuity at the expense of discontinuity, or vice versa. Our job as interpreters is to trace the storyline of redemption so we can carefully discern what elements of the new covenant are in continuity with the old and what elements are discontinuous. Elements of abolition and fruition, of mystery and fulfillment, form the nexus of the issue.

The focus of this article will be on elements of *continuity* within Paul’s theology of the new covenant. Specifically, I will argue that the new covenant is in significant continuity with previous biblical covenants in that it fulfills the intention or goal of the Old Testament’s (OT) promise of God’s presence among his people. The *telos* of the covenants was tied to the establishment and maintenance of God’s everlasting presence, a goal that in Paul’s theology was climactically fulfilled in the new covenant. Such teleological continuity among the covenants is found in 2 Corinthians 6:14-7:1, the center of which includes a catena of Scriptural citations that together paint a portrait of the centrality of the promise of God’s presence within the Sinai covenant, the prophets’ restoration oracles, and the covenant with David.

**The Historical and Literary Context of 2 Corinthians 6:14-7:1**

Paul penned 2 Corinthians in order to defend the legitimacy of his apostolic ministry. At the time of writing, Paul had already planted the church at Corinth and had met subsequent opposition with a “painful visit” followed by a “tearful letter” (2 Cor 2:1-4; 7:8). Titus, who had delivered the “tearful letter,” reported to Paul in Macedonia that the letter had been well-received and that the Corinthians had repented and sided with Paul. Among other things, then, 2 Corinthians expresses Paul’s joy for their repentance and desire to see them encouraged in the faith (2 Cor 2:12-13; 7:5-16).

In the midst of this historical narrative, which is introduced in 1:15-2:13 and concluded in 7:5-16, is a lengthy theological section on Paul’s gospel and the new covenant (2:14-7:4). This section is crucial to Paul’s purpose, for it defends the content of his gospel and his method of ministry. The foundation of his ministry was the new covenant itself, which held the promise of full forgiveness of sin for the repentant as well as divine power to live in significant obedience (cf. Jer 31:33-34). The Corinthians had not recognized their spiritual poverty but imagined themselves fully
able to please God by their own strength. But Paul reminded them that their repentance was in accord with his gospel of the new covenant and entailed elements of transformation.

Why did Paul consider the new covenant to be a solid basis for his ministry? How did he contend for its superiority in comparison to other covenantal contenders? As the argument unfolds, we can see a twofold perspective on the nature of the new covenant that runs along the continuity-discontinuity spectrum. In 2 Corinthians 3:1-18, which contains one of the few places Paul uses the phrase “new covenant” (cf. 1 Cor 11:25), the new covenant is presented mainly in terms of discontinuity, especially as it is contrasted with the old covenant. That discontinuity is emphasized in 3:1-18 is clear, for the very presence of the descriptor *new* (3:6) assumes a contrast with something *old* (3:14).3

On the other hand, in 2 Corinthians 6:14-7:1 the new covenant is presented mainly in terms of continuity.4 In this text the term “new covenant” is not found, precisely because Paul is not emphasizing the old/new antithesis but rather the particular ways in which the new covenant fulfills God’s saving promises to his people. Indeed, along with the use of the covenant formula in 6:16, Paul’s use of OT covenant texts shows a remarkable continuity in terms of fulfillment.5 That it is the new covenant in particular that Paul refers to in 6:14-7:1 is not in doubt, since Paul clarified in 3:1-18 that his ministry was a ministry of the new covenant.

Hence, as Table 1 indicates, Paul defended his apostolic ministry of the new covenant by characterizing it in terms of both continuity and discontinuity. Like a mosaic, these twin elements together provide a holistic and nuanced depiction of the redemptive-historical nature of the new covenant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covenantal Discontinuity</th>
<th>Covenantal Continuity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:1-18</td>
<td>6:14-7:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the sake of space, this article will focus on the latter piece of the mosaic, where Paul emphasizes the continuity with the promise of God’s everlasting presence among his people.
“We are the Temple of the Living God”: 2 Corinthians 6:14-7:1

Paul’s main point in 6:14-7:1 is expressed at the beginning and end of the text. In 6:14a he commands believers not to be unevenly mixed with unbelievers.6 This is teased out in 7:1, where on the basis of the promises in 6:16-18 he urges the Corinthians to live holy and undefiled in the fear of God. They were to resist the temptation to find their identity in the unbelieving world but were to act in accord with their true identity as God’s “beloved.” The reasons given in 6:14b-16a bear the same message: just as it is unthinkable for God and his character to join forces and partner with Satan, so it is unthinkable for believers to join forces and partner with unbelievers. Just as righteousness cannot coexist with lawlessness, light with darkness, Christ with Beliar,7 the believer with the unbeliever, or the temple of God with idols, so the Corinthians must reject or flee from any unholy pact or agreement with unbelievers.8 Hence, the literary structure of 6:14-7:1 is clear:9

6:14a  Do not be unevenly yoked
6:14b-16a  For (gar) what fellowship do believers have with unbelievers?
              Righteousness and iniquity
              Light and darkness
              Christ and Beliar
              Believer and unbeliever
              Temple of God and idols
6:16b-18  For (gar) Christians are the temple of the living God
              Lev 26:11-12 (+ Ezek 37:27)
              Isa 52:11 (+ Ezek 11:17)
              2 Sam 7:14 (+ 2 Sam 7:8; cf. Isa 43:6)
7:1  Therefore, pursue holiness

The main point is in 6:14a where Paul urges the Corinthians not to be unevenly yoked with unbelievers. The five questions that follow in 6:14b-16a ground this point by rhetorically implying the inconceivability of such unequal relationships. The last question brings up the temple of God, which in 6:16b leads Paul to explain that believers actually are God’s temple.

That the temple in 6:16a is not merely illustrative is clarified or explained (16:6b) quite remarkably in the following phrase, for Paul asserts that all
believers are God’s temple (cf. 1 Cor 3:16-17; 6:19). And this is no myth or fiction, for it is “just as God said” in the OT. That the relationship between God and his people would be intimate and free was one of the central covenant promises of the OT. Every major covenant in the Bible included as its goal the unbroken, unhindered, and free relationship between God and his people, which entailed God’s everlasting presence among them.

The catena of Scriptural quotes in 6:16-18 is not a result of Pauline proof texting but reflects a careful awareness of the Old Testament’s literary context. The flow of the text is one of promise to command, and then from command to promise. The result is an A – B – B′ – A′ scheme, as shown in the following.

Just as God said

A Promise of Presence

Relationship—covenant formula (6:16)

B Imperative of separation (6:17a)

Says the Lord

B′ Imperative of separation (6:17b)

A′ Promise of Presence

Relationship—covenant formula (6:18)

Says the Lord Almighty

The structure of the catena demonstrates that the promises are unpacked in terms of God’s presence and relationship with his people. The relationship envisioned is indeed a covenant relationship, for the covenant formula is cited in both promise sections (6:16, 18). That God’s presence is closely tied to the realization of the covenant relationship is not surprising, since God’s enduring presence among his people is an expression of his pleasure with his people. Put briefly, temple and covenant go hand in hand.
The structure also highlights the imperative of the covenant relationship. If God is to dwell among his people, they must live accordingly. However, it must be noticed that the structure demonstrates that the promises are the foundation and impetus for the commands and not vice versa. William Webb has argued that the promises are the foundation for the imperatives in 6:16-17a but that the imperatives serve as the foundation for the promises in 6:17b-18. But this misinterprets the A – B – B’ – A’ framework, which shows that the imperatives of separation (B – B’) are grounded in and buttressed by the promises of covenant presence (A – A’). Here, as elsewhere in Paul’s theology, the indicative grounds the imperative—a point Paul wished to emphasize by inserting the inferential conjunction διό in 6:17. Paul’s theology does not detract from the necessity of the imperative, but rather undergirds and propels it.

Finally, the structure highlights the veracity of God’s word by utilizing strategically-placed biblical citation formulas: at the beginning (“just as God said”), the middle (“says the Lord”), and the end (“says the Lord Almighty”). The strategic placement of the formula reminds the Corinthians that God is faithful to his promises (cf. 2 Cor 1:18-20) and that these promises and commands truly apply to the Corinthians, for they are “just as God said”! More specifically, these citation formulas remind the Corinthians that the divine promise of God’s temple presence among his people—indeed, that God’s temple would be his people—is not new but is rooted in his covenant promises, being echoed and woven throughout the fabric of all of redemptive history. Beginning with Eden’s lost paradise (Gen 2-3) and continuing through God’s saving acts to redeem a people for himself, Scripture unfolds a story of redemption wherein God has worked to create anew so that he may once again dwell with a new humanity in peace and harmony forever. The trajectory of the promise of God’s presence is therefore a major theme in the Old Testament, and the trajectory has come to fruition in the inauguration of the end-time temple presence of God among his people: “we are the temple of the living God” (6:16).

Paul traces this trajectory of God’s presence by means of citations from the OT. Not surprisingly, given the link between temple and covenant, the trajectory follows the same path as the biblical covenants, for the promises of God’s presence are located within specific covenants in the OT.
The Promise of God’s Presence in the Sinai Covenant (6:16)
The first quote (6:16b) most likely derives from Leviticus 26:11-12 and shows that the promise of God’s presence was an integral part of the Sinai covenant. In order to discern the possible theological significance of this text for Paul, we must briefly analyze the content of the promises in Leviticus 26, their Edenic basis in Genesis, and their canonical trajectory in Ezekiel.17

Leviticus 26 summarizes for Israel the blessings and curses of the covenant. In vv. 3-13, God offers the blessings, which are conditioned on covenant obedience (v. 3). The blessings revolve around promises of peace and prosperity in the land (vv. 4-10). The climax of the blessings is issued in vv. 11-12, where God promises his own presence, based on a covenant relationship of love and loyalty. His presence is suggested by the presence of his sanctuary or tabernacle (mishkan) in the midst of his people, among whom he “walks about” (hithallek). The covenant relationship is intact, for “my soul will not abhor you” (v. 11), a reality confirmed by the realization of the goal of the covenant: “I will be your God, and you will be my people” (v. 12). In its placement towards the end of Leviticus, Leviticus 26 provides the hermeneutical lens through which to understand the preceding chapters. Specifically, the statutes and laws given in Leviticus are covenantal and thus exist within the framework of a covenant relationship. The old covenant, given through Moses at Mt. Sinai (Lev 26:46), held before the people a promise of God’s own presence, which would be characterized by love and devotion. The fact that the people of Israel subsequently broke the covenant did not nullify the legitimacy of this offer, as Paul’s citation demonstrates.

In the midst of the blessings of Leviticus 26 there are indications that the basis for the promise of God’s presence is rooted in the Edenic portrait of Genesis 1-3. In Leviticus 26:9, for instance, God promises “to make you fruitful and multiply you,” an allusion to the creation mandate of Genesis 1:28. The point of the allusion is to show that what God had commanded humanity in the Garden was now going to be realized through the establishment of a covenant relationship. Another allusion to the creation narrative is located in the promise that God would “walk about” (hithallek) in the midst of his people (26:12). The Hitpael stem of the verb halak is used of God only seven times in the OT, the first of which occurs in Genesis 3:8 when God “walks about” in the Garden of Eden in the cool of the day.18 The anthropomorphic portrait of God walking around in the midst of a garden
is meant to indicate the sublime relationship God had with Adam and Eve; God’s normative activity in the Garden was to fellowship with humanity, and they with him.19 The use of hithallek in Leviticus 26:12 suggests that the same paradisiacal state, though lost on account of sin, will one day be regained by means of a covenant relationship. In fact, the camp of Israel itself is portrayed in the Old Testament as a sort of new Garden of Eden in which God “walks about” in the midst of his people (see Deut 23:14 [MT 23:15]; 2 Sam 7:6-7; 1 Chr 17:6). Although Israel’s sin in the camp kept them from experiencing these blessings in full, the blessings were still legitimately offered as those that would restore the Edenic paradise by means of a covenant relationship.

The enduring legitimacy of the promise of God’s presence in Leviticus 26 finds expression within Ezekiel’s prophecy as it is recast as a promise of the new covenant. The central concern within Ezekiel pertains to the place and permanence of God’s sanctuary. Because of the people’s abominations committed in and around the temple (Ezek 8:5-18), God’s glory had departed from the temple (10:1-21), and the covenant curses of Leviticus 26 had come to pass in the exile. Yet God did not forsake his people (cf. Lev 26:44-45) but promised in 11:16 that even in exile he “will be their sanctuary for a little while (miqdash mĕ’at).”20 This promise was encouraging, to be sure, but only in a restrained and restricted sense, for God’s brief presence with his people in exile was but a small ray of hope against the backdrop of impending doom. Nevertheless, it offered a glimpse of hope that God was not finished with his people, but would one day restore them from exile and dwell among them permanently.

Ezekiel 34:25-31 clarifies that God’s presence among his people would coincide with the fulfillment of the blessings of Leviticus 26 in what is called a “covenant of peace” (34:25).21 In this environment there would be an abundance of rain and vegetation, so that food would not be scarce. Wild beasts would be banished from the land, so that God’s people might lie down in safety, free from terror of any kind. God himself would dwell among his people, as he would be their God and they his people. In short, this “covenant of peace” would bring about a new Garden of Eden, a paradise that would be regained not through the Sinai covenant but through the new covenant.
Table 2
A Comparison of Leviticus 26:3-13 and Ezekiel 34:25-31

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leviticus 26:3-13</th>
<th>Ezekiel 34:25-31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rains (4)</td>
<td>Rains (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Produce of the earth/tree (4)</td>
<td>Produce of the earth/tree (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Much food (5)</td>
<td>Much food (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security (5)</td>
<td>Security (25, 27, 28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace (6)</td>
<td>Covenant of peace (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can lie down in safety (6)</td>
<td>Can sleep in safety (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No one terrifies (6)</td>
<td>No one terrifies (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No wild animals (6)</td>
<td>No wild animals (25, 28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covenant (9)</td>
<td>Covenant of peace (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covenant formula (12)</td>
<td>Covenant formula (30-31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The covenant God who freed from Egypt (13)</td>
<td>The covenant God who frees from exile (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No longer ruled by nations (28-29)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ezekiel 37 forms the climax of Ezekiel’s restoration oracles, for it brings to a conclusion many of the themes of restoration located earlier in the prophecy. In particular, 37:26-28 describes a new covenant called the “covenant of peace” that would be an “everlasting covenant” (37:26). The everlasting duration of this covenant would entail God’s everlasting and permanent presence in the midst of his people (37:26-28). And this covenant would fulfill the promises of the old covenant, for verse 27 hearkens back to Leviticus 26:11, where God promises that “my dwelling place (mishkani) will be among them.” The scene unfolds in great detail in Ezekiel 40-48, where the temple is rebuilt and God’s glory once again fills it. The end of Ezekiel’s prophecy tells the whole story: “The name of the city from that day is ‘The Lord is There’” (48:35).

Hence, the promise of God’s presence in Leviticus 26 is picked up and recast in a new way in Ezekiel’s “covenant of peace.” In Ezekiel God does not
renege on the Sinai covenant’s promise of presence, but he locates it within a new and better covenant, which is based on the forgiveness of sins, cleansing from impurity, and the power of the Spirit (see 36:25-29).

The content, basis, and canonical trajectory of the promise of God’s presence in Leviticus 26:11-12 provided Paul a rich and robust foundation from which to urge believers to holiness. Indeed, Paul’s citation of Leviticus 26 in the context of his new covenant ministry suggests that he was aligning himself with Ezekiel’s canonical trajectory. Like Ezekiel, Paul conceived of the enduring legitimacy of God’s promise to dwell among his people, and such a promise would only come to fruition in and through a new and everlasting covenant. Certainly there was an irreducible discontinuity associated with this new covenant, but the fact that Paul drew from a canonical trajectory tethered to and encapsulated by a promise within the old covenant suggests that for Paul there were significant elements of continuity between the covenants. This continuity is traced along teleological lines, for the old covenant’s goal or intention of a restored Edenic relationship with God by means of a covenant now had finally and climactically come to fruition in the new covenant inaugurated by Christ and enjoyed by the church.

The Promise of God’s Presence in the Prophets (6:17)
In 6:17 Paul continues the catena by quoting two prophetic texts: Isaiah 52:11 and Ezekiel 11:17. Though Isaiah 52:11 is a command and Ezekiel 11:17 a promise, both texts envision a restoration of previous covenant promises and thus illustrate elements of continuity with those covenants. In particular, Isaiah 52:11 assumes that the Sinai covenant’s promise of God’s people as a “kingdom of priests” (Exod 19:6) has now become a reality; and Ezekiel 11:17 promises a divine welcome for God’s people in fulfillment of the covenant ideal of reconciliation. Paul’s linkage of these two prophetic texts, which together offer the hope of a reconciled “kingdom of priests,” shows that through the new covenant the hope had become a reality.

Isaiah 52:11
In 2 Corinthians 6:17a Paul quotes from Isaiah 52:11. Isaiah 52:1-12 is a unit that foresees the return of the God of Israel to his people, Zion. The text is replete with promises of redemption and salvation, as God promises to bare his arm before the sight of the nations (52:3, 7-10). Everyone among God’s
people will rejoice when they hear the good news that God is king and that he is returning to Zion (52:7-8). The return of God to his people signals the return of his people from exile, and the return from exile is patterned after the exodus from Egypt. Just as God had protected Israel during the exodus, so God would surround his people with protection (52:12; cf. Exod 13:21; 14:19). And the second exodus is even better than the first, for just as Israel had left Egypt in haste (Exod 12:11, 33-39; Deut 16:3), so in the new exodus they would not need to go out in haste (Isa 52:12).24

Bracketing this good news in the text is a call for Zion to prepare herself for the coming king by acts of repentance and holiness (52:1-2, 11-12). They were to leave behind their old ways of life and walk in new ways, with purity and cleanness.25

In fact, the returning exiles in Isaiah 52 are described as priests. For instance, in 52:1 Zion is called to “wear your beautiful garments,” which alludes to the description of the priestly garments as “for glory and beauty” (Exod 28:2).26 Second, those called to purify themselves in 52:11 are “you who carry the vessels of the Lord.” The Lord’s “vessels” are the articles for the temple that were carried off to Babylon when the temple was destroyed (2 Chron 36:10, 18-19). The individuals who carried these “vessels” were priests, for the only other place where the verb nasa’ (“to carry”) occurs in connection with God’s kelim (“vessels”) is in Numbers 1:50-51, where it was the duty of the priests during the wilderness period to “carry the tabernacle and all its vessels.” As J. Alec Motyer explains, “The ideas of contagion through touching (Lv. 5:2) and of ‘carrying the vessels of the Lord’ are characteristically priestly.”27 Finally, the description of God as the “rearguard” for his people (52:12) suggests not only his protection of them in the midst of the return from exile but also their priestly status before him. The term “rearguard” occurs elsewhere in the context of the protection of priests who bear the responsibility of caring for the ark of the covenant—the sign of God’s presence (Num 10:25; Josh 6:9, 13).28 If this is the meaning of God as his people’s “rearguard” in Isaiah 52:12, the indication is that God’s returning people are his priests who are protected by him all around and who serve and minister to him in his presence.

The significance of Isaiah 52, then, is that all of God’s people are described as priests before him.29 This was not a new concept for Israel, although it was new in Israel’s experience. Indeed, the aim of the old covenant, which was not
realized on account of Israel’s sin, is spelled out in Exodus 19:5-6, wherein Israel for their obedience was to be a “kingdom of priests” before God. This promise, which unpacks the kingly and priestly aspects of the image of God in the Garden of Eden, held forth the blessing of kingship and dominion over the earth, as well as the blessing of priesthood in the presence of God. Isaiah 52 demonstrates that despite their sin and unfaithfulness to God, God had not given up on this Edenic promise. It would certainly not be realized by means of the broken Sinai covenant, but it would find fruition in and through a new covenant inaugurated through the death of the servant of Yahweh (see Isa 52:13-55:13). This new covenant would entail the transformation of the entire covenant community, who would without exception be consecrated as priests to God. And as such, they would no longer give in to patterns of idolatry and disobedience but instead walk in covenant faithfulness to God.

Hence, in 2 Corinthians 6:17 Paul’s application of Isaiah 52:11 to the Corinthian believers suggests that the new covenant—the return from spiritual exile—had arrived by means of the death of Christ (see 1 Cor 11:25) and that as members of this new community all the believers at the church in Corinth were priests and lived in the realm of the holy. For Paul, the inauguration of the new covenant had redefined membership within the covenant people of God along the lines of faith in Christ. Whereas membership within the old covenant community consisted of the believing remnant mixed with unbelievers, the membership of the new covenant community entirely consisted of those with “fleshly hearts” (2 Cor 3:3; cf. Ezek 36:26-27). Now that in Christ Isaiah’s eschatological day had arrived—what Paul calls the “new creation” (2 Cor 5:17; cf. Isa 65:17) and the “day of salvation” (2 Cor 6:1-2; cf. Isa 49:8)—Paul was confident that “we all”—not just Paul, but all believers in Christ—had been granted to see the glory of Christ and were being transformed to a greater degree of holiness (2 Cor 3:18). Through Christ Jesus all of God’s people had been consecrated to him as “saints” (2 Cor 1:1; 8:4; 13:12) and played a priestly role in ministering to one another (2 Cor 9:12). The Sinai covenant’s vision of a “kingdom of priests” had been realized, for the Corinthians “are” (6:16)—note the present tense!—the temple of the living God (cf. 1 Cor 3:17). In fact, Isaiah’s promise of restoration finds escalation in the new covenant, for the Corinthians do not merely “carry the vessels of the Lord” for the rebuilt temple (Isa 52:11); they are the vessels of the Lord because they are the rebuilt temple!
“Therefore”—dio is a Pauline insertion to the catena in v. 17— they were to live like priests consecrated to God, with purity and devotion. Like priests, they were not to come into contact with what was unholy or defiled; they should “touch no unclean thing” (v. 17) but should “cleanse ourselves from every defilement of the flesh and the spirit” (7:1). This did not mean, of course, that the Corinthians were to remove themselves entirely from the world or to abstain from all forms of communication with unbelievers, but it suggests that their new identity as priests necessitated correspondingly new, priestly behavior. Since they were members of the new creation order, they were to live in the midst of the world in such a way as to be unstained by it. Fellowship and friendship with the world—putting in one’s lot with Christ and Belial—were impossible because of their new identity as priests of God. That Paul aligned himself with Isaiah’s vision of a restored “kingdom of priests” shows once again elements of continuity between the new covenant and the Sinai covenant. The new covenant certainly was distinct from the Sinai covenant as seen in 3:1-18, but Paul’s use of Isaiah evinces a covenantal consciousness in which the new covenant was in one sense not the antithesis but the climactic unveiling of the intention and goal of the Sinai covenant in Christ. When placed along the covenantal trajectory of Scripture, the new covenant was not the beginning but the fulfillment of God’s plan for the establishment of a covenantal relationship with a humanity exiled from the Garden of Eden. In this teleological sense, the new covenant finds continuity with the Sinai covenant.

Ezekiel 11:17
The final phrase of 2 Corinthians 6:17 resumes the promise of God’s temple presence among his people, for God promises to “welcome” (eisdechomai) them. It is not certain which OT text Paul has in mind, although within the LXX only Ezekiel has the future first person singular verb eisdechomai (“I will welcome”) followed by the second person plural pronoun hymas (“you”; cf. Ezek 20:34, 41; 22:19). A further difficulty arises when these examples from Ezekiel are analyzed, for in them God does not promise to save but to judge his people for their disobedience. While it is possible that Paul cited a promise of judgment in order to warn the Corinthians not to mix with idol worship, it is more likely that God’s promise to “welcome” his people is a sign of his saving presence among them. After all, not only
does this interpretation fit better with the rest of the catena, but it also fits better with the flow of Paul’s thought, for the catena exists to support the legitimacy of Paul’s striking statement that the Corinthians truly are God’s eschatological temple (6:16). It is difficult to see how a warning of God’s judging presence would support the notion that the Corinthians were God’s temple, “just as God said” (6:16a).

A more likely source for Paul’s quote is Ezekiel 11:17, where God says of his exiled people, “I will gather (eisdexomai, LXX) you from the peoples and I will assemble you from the countries in which you were scattered, and I will give to you the land of Israel.”32 This promise of restoration to the land is similar to other restoration promises with the verb qabats / eisdechomai (cf. Jer 23:3; Zech 10:8, 10) but with a significant difference: the immediate context in Ezekiel 11:16-20 emphasizes God’s temple presence by means of a new covenant relationship. In 11:16 he assures them that despite their current plight in exile God is with them as their “sanctuary.” He will be with them but for a little while because he will soon bring them back to the land (11:17), and when they return they will put away their idols (11:18) because God “will give them one heart, and a new spirit I will put within you. I will remove the heart of stone from their flesh and I will give to them a heart of flesh” (11:19). In essence, “They will be my people, and I will be their God” (11:20). In other words, swirling around the promise of restoration to the land is the reality of God’s temporary sanctuary presence in the midst of exile as well as the future promise of a new covenant relationship accompanied by new obedience in the new land. As Ezekiel unpacks the rest of the promises of the new covenant throughout his prophecy, it is clarified that God’s future sanctuary—his tabernacling presence—among his people is included as part and parcel of these promises (cf. Ezek 37:26-28; 43:7-9; 48:35).

Hence, the themes of temple, covenant, and land that surround the restoration promise of Ezekiel 11:17 suggest that in 2 Corinthians 6:17 Paul intended the Corinthians to view themselves as those brought back from spiritual exile, for he had “welcomed” them because of the reconciling death of Christ (2 Cor 5:18). Furthermore, he had given them his Spirit in order to signify his presence among them, as well as to guarantee that they would partake in the future welcome party at the resurrection of the dead (2 Cor 1:21-22; 5:5). All this meant that the Corinthians were current heirs of Ezekiel’s promise of a future divine welcome based on the inauguration of a
new covenant. The realization of this promise suggests that the new covenant continues and fulfills in an ultimate and climactic way the promise of God’s welcoming presence among his people through a covenant.

The Promise of God’s Presence in the Davidic Covenant (6:18)

Paul’s citation in 6:18 concludes the catena with a reference to the Davidic covenant, which shows that the new covenant fulfills not only the goal of the old covenant but also the Davidic covenant.

In 6:18 Paul cites 2 Samuel 7:14, which as a part of God’s covenant with David issues a promise that God would be the father to the king and the king would be God’s son. In 2 Samuel 7 David expresses a desire to build God a “house,” i.e., a temple (7:2), but instead God promises to build David a “house,” i.e., a dynasty (7:11). This wordplay on the Hebrew term for “house” (bayit), links the construction of the temple with the Davidic monarchy. Tomoo Ishida rightly notes, “The Temple was the embodiment of the covenant of David, in which the triple relationship between Yahweh, the House of David, and the people of Israel was established.” Prior to this point in Israel’s history the Ark of the Covenant had been mobile (2 Sam 7:6-7). The temple, on the other hand, was a permanent visible and outward sign that God’s presence was with the king and the people. Hence, if David or his progeny was to build this new and powerful symbol of God’s presence, it needed to be clear that David had not done great things for God, but that God had done great things for David. If God was going to establish a permanent dwelling on Mt. Zion, David needed to know his place under the authority of God as God’s son (7:14). The temple, then, became a powerful reminder of the covenant God had made with David, and conversely, the permanence of the Davidic covenant offered a powerful hope for the permanence of the temple—the expectation of which is clear in the prophetic literature (cf. Jer 33:14-26; Ezek 34:23-24; 37:24-28; Amos 9:11-12).

Among the many promises enshrined within the Davidic covenant—which included a great name for David and rest from his enemies (7:9-11a)—the promise that the king would be God’s son is at the heart of the covenant relationship. God would act like a father towards his son, which would entail corrective discipline if needed, as well as never-ending steadfast love (hesed, 7:15). The notion of a king as the son of God was not a new one, for the idea is present in many societies in the ancient Near East. The king was
to be God’s son not necessarily in terms of physical likeness but in other common characteristics and attributes. What this entailed was that in his function as king, the king was the representative authority for the deity in a particular region, whereas in his status as son of the deity, he had been adopted into a covenant relationship with the deity (cf. Ps 2:7). In the same way, when God promised David that he would be a father to David’s son and would adopt David’s son as his own, he was promising that David’s son would be in a covenant relationship with God and would represent God in the presence of Israel and the nations. Just like Adam and Eve were to live out what it meant to be created in God’s image and likeness as God’s representatives on the earth, so this Davidic scion was to be a faithful and obedient son who modeled for and led God’s people toward covenant faithfulness (see Deut 17:18-20).

The early church ultimately saw the promise to David as fulfilled in Christ, for he was the only king in David’s line who lived as the faithful and obedient son of God. Even in 2 Corinthians we see indications of this early Christian belief, for in 1:19 Jesus is given such Davidic titles as “son of God” and “Christ.” The title “son of God” likely emphasizes Jesus’ unique status as God’s son, yet the link with 6:18 suggests it is a Davidic title as well. Likewise, the title “Christ,” which is not a proper name but a title of Jesus’ status as the Jewish Messiah, indicates that Paul held Jesus to be the promised son of David (cf. Rom 1:3-4; 2 Tim 2:8).

Nevertheless, in 2 Corinthians 6:18 Paul alters the citation from 2 Samuel 7:14 so that it applies the father/son promise of the Davidic covenant to all believers: “I will be your father, and you will be my sons and daughters” (cf. Rev 21:7). Whether Paul can legitimately apply the promises of the one to the many is answered in 2 Corinthians 1:20, which contends that Jesus is the fulfillment of all of God’s promises: “For as many as are the promises (epangeliai) of God, they are yes in him.” In other words, there is no promise of God that comes to fruition apart from Jesus, but it is only “in him” that God’s promises are fulfilled. The only other instance of the term “promise” (epangelia) in 2 Corinthians is in 7:1, where Paul—again utilizing the plural “promises”—summarizes the promises in 6:16-18 as “these promises” (tautas tas epangelias). The verbal link between 1:20 and 7:1 shows that the promises of 6:16-18 are some examples of the many promises of God—including those to David—that find their Yes in Jesus. This link demonstrates that the only
way in which the Davidic father/son promises of 6:18 can be applied legitimately to the Corinthians is through their union with Jesus Christ. Jesus is the faithful son of David who wins victory and acceptance for all those who are united to him by faith (cf. 2 Cor 5:18-21). Through him the benefits of all the covenant promises of God are legitimately applied to Christians, who in Christ are “sons and daughters” of God. As beneficiaries of the promise made to David, all Christians function as kings and priests who rule for God as his image (cf. Exod 19:6; 1 Pet 2:9).

Since the temple was inextricably linked to the covenant with David, the climactic fulfillment of the Davidic covenant in Christ meant for Paul that God permanently had established his dwelling among his people. Since the Corinthians were heirs of the promise to David, then they also were “the temple of the living God” (6:16). The inauguration of the new covenant brought to fruition the promise of God’s temple associated with the Davidic covenant. The arrival of the new covenant did not abolish or do away with the covenant with David, but brought it to its proper conclusion or goal. It was through the final Davidic king, who won victory for his people, that the new covenant community could now reign with him as a “kingdom of priests.” As we have already seen, this covenantal continuity runs along teleological lines, for the redemptive-historical trajectory of the Davidic covenant finds its goal ultimately in Christ and the new covenant community.

**Conclusion and Theological Implications**

Hence, in 2 Corinthians 6:14-7:1 the new covenant is portrayed as having significant continuity with the other major covenants of Scripture. In particular, the new covenant fulfills the intention or goal of the OT’s promise of God’s presence, so that this continuity is to be traced along teleological lines. Significantly, Paul cites from both the Law and the Prophets to demonstrate the extent of this continuity, for in the case of the promise of God’s presence the new covenant fulfills the entire trajectory of the OT. The future-tense promises of the Scriptural catena (6:6b-18) had become for Paul a present-tense reality in Christ: “we are the temple of the living God” (6:16a).

With these observations in mind, a few implications are in order regarding issues of continuity and discontinuity in formulating a theological system faithful to Scripture. First, the text applies Israel’s promises to the new covenant community. It is striking that Paul can argue that “we are the temple of the
living God” (6:16), and that “we have these promises” (7:1). The Corinthian church did not consist only of Jewish believers but of Gentile believers as well; and yet Paul considered all Christians, whether Jew or Gentile, to be legitimate heirs and beneficiaries of the promises of 6:16-18—promises that were made to the Jewish nation (Lev 26:11-12) and a Jewish king (2 Sam 7:14)! This does not mean that the church simply replaces Israel, but that through Christ the church becomes the heir of Israel’s promises through Christ. This observation makes best sense if Paul saw Christ as the last Adam, the true Israel, and the son of David, who alone on account of his faithfulness was the legitimate heir of the covenant promises. No other individual but he could lay claim to these promises, for they were Yes in him (2 Cor 1:20). Nevertheless, this meant that anyone—regardless of ethnicity or genealogy—could also lay claim to these promises through faith in him; anyone could experience Isaiah’s return from exile, Ezekiel’s divine welcome, or David’s reign as God’s son. Sometimes it is averred that there remains two distinct groups within the one new covenant people of God, 50 but Paul’s redemptive-historical and christological hermeneutic within 2 Corinthians 6:14-7:1 indicates otherwise (cf. Eph 2:11-3:6).

Second, 2 Corinthians 6:14-7:1 suggests that the Davidic kingdom of Christ is already present and that all believers reign with him. Some scholars argue that there must be a future millennial reign of a Davidic king in Palestine for God to be faithful to his promises to David. 51 But the flow of 6:16-18 suggests otherwise, for Paul argues from the assumption in 6:18 that the Davidic promise of sonship has already been fulfilled in Christ. Further, as was argued, the Davidic covenant is inextricably tied to the presence of the temple. If the covenant with David has been climactically fulfilled, then—and only then—can one expect the climactic fulfillment of the end-time temple as well. But since the presence of the temple is precisely what Paul argues for in 6:16, it stands to reason that the Davidic covenant has been fulfilled as well. Hence, the argument that there are physical and national aspects of the Davidic kingdom that must be fulfilled in a future millennial age flies against the face of the present reality of the end-time temple in the church.

Finally, 2 Corinthians 6:14-7:1 suggests that the entire new covenant community is regenerate. Paul’s doctrine of the church as God’s temple suggests that God dwells in and among each member of the community. He anointed them and gave his Spirit as a guarantee of their future inheritance (2 Cor 1:21-22; 5:5; cf. Eph 1:13-14). They were priests to God and as members of the new
humanity and creation order were to reflect God’s image in the world (6:17; cf. 3:18; 5:17). It is clear that they were not sinless—otherwise there would have been no need for “godly grief” (7:10)—but this did not preclude their status as the very temple of God!

These observations do not exhaust the implications of the text, but they provide a way forward in formulating a theological system that carefully traces the nuances of the biblical text, keenly discerns the elements of continuity and discontinuity in the storyline, and is thoroughly based on the new covenant as the climax of God’s redemptive work in Christ.
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